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Majority of drivers believe changing the
MOT to every two years is a dangerously
bad idea

Drivers have serious concerns about the Government’s plans to change the
compulsory MOT from every year to every two years to reduce the cost of
living, with many believing it will lead to a rise in the number of unsafe
vehicles on the road.

More than half (55%) of the 1,435 drivers surveyed by the RAC said they felt
changing the MOT to every two years was a bad idea. Just over a fifth (22%)



said they thought it was a good idea while a similar proportion (23%) were
unsure. 

When asked why they felt it was a bad idea, the overwhelming majority (98%)
said it would result in more unsafe vehicles on the road while a fifth (20%)
thought it would lead to an increase in the number of collisions on the road.
Almost two-thirds (61%) believe it would result in more vehicles breaking
down.

And, even though the Government’s proposal is meant as a way to ease
financial pressures in the cost-of-living crisis, drivers are also not convinced
about the possible money-saving benefits. More than half (58%) say the
changes could end up costing drivers more in the long run due to problems
or defects going undetected and becoming more costly to repair, while 44%
believe it might cause garages to put prices up for other repairs to
compensate for lost earnings from doing less MOT work.

Among the fifth of drivers who believe the changes would be a good idea,
three-quarters (74%) say modern cars are more reliable and do not need
annual checks, while more than half (54%) believe it will save them money. A
confident 41% told the RAC that they check their car for basic roadworthiness
and don't need to pay for someone to do it officially on an annual basis.

A car requires an MOT three years after its first registration and thereafter on
an annual basis. It currently costs a maximum fee of £54.80 for cars (class 4
vehicle), though many garages offer the test at a lower price. Prices vary
depending on vehicle type.

Having been in place across the UK since 1960, the scope of the MOT has
been expanded over the years to include additional checks, such as vehicle
emissions which were added to the list of items required to be scrutinised in
2018.

It also underwent a major change in May 2018 with the move away from a
simple pass or fail with advisories to a new five-category system. Failures
were split into two classes: major and dangerous, while three pass categories
were introduced: pass; pass with minor defects; and a pass with advisories.

RAC head of roads policy Nicholas Lyes said:

http://www.gov.uk/getting-an-mot
http://www.gov.uk/getting-an-mot/mot-test-fees


“Many drivers look at the MOT test as an important tool to see if their vehicle
is in a safe and roadworthy condition. It makes them feel safer when driving
and carrying family and friends knowing that, at least officially, their vehicle
has been passed as safe to use on the roads. It also gives drivers peace of
mind from an overall road safety point of view to know that every other
vehicle on the road has undergone the same checks.

“The idea that changing the MOT to every two years will save drivers money
in the middle of a cost-of-living crisis is met with huge scepticism as our
research shows many have rightly identified that it may end up costing them
more in the long-term if faults go undetected and as a result get worse or
cause other defects.

“But cost is secondary to road safety. We already know that many vehicles fail
their MOT because of illegal tyre tread, so if this figure were to get
significantly bigger more lives would be put at risk from vehicles losing grip
on the road and not stopping quickly enough when brakes are applied. And
we know from our breakdown statistics that tyres in poor condition are far
more likely to blow out or get punctured.

“There is a real danger that if the Government proceeds with these proposals
that we could see an increase in the number of collisions and more injuries
and deaths due to more unroadworthy vehicles using our roads, and an
overall reduction in road safety. We’ve written to the new Secretary of State
for Transport and urged her to consign this idea to the bin and look at other
ways to help cash-strapped drivers reduce their motoring costs.”

The press office email address is press.enquiries@rac.co.uk and media centre
is at media.rac.co.uk. Please note: the press office is unable to help with
individual customer enquiries - please visit the RAC contacts page to find the
right contact.

About the RAC

The RAC, an iconic UK brand, provides complete peace of mind to 13 million
UK private and business drivers, whatever their motoring needs. As well as its
premium nationwide breakdown assistance service – with an expert branded
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patrol workforce attending more than two million breakdowns every year – it
offers a wide range of market-leading products across insurance, legal
services, vehicle inspections and service, maintenance and repair. The RAC is
also at the forefront in helping drivers make the switch to electric vehicles
and leads in the development of new solutions for businesses and OEMs,
partnering with the best in the motoring and mobility space.

Visit the RAC website.
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